Get The Facts
Exam Preparation: Stage 2

Course name ————————————————————————————————————

Date of Exam ————————————————————————————————————

Type of Exam ————————————————————————————————————

Chapters covered ————————————————————————————————————

Total worth of exam to final grade ———————————————————

Grade I intend to earn _________

******************************************************************************

Number of pages I can read per hour ———————————————————

Hours I need to complete the reading ———————————————————

Date when I will have the reading done ———————————————————

Time I need to review after completing reading ———————————————————

Active study strategies I will use (click on 2 or 3)

☐ Make condensed summaries/outlines of chapters or big topics

☐ Organize ideas in charts or graphs

☐ Complete questions at the ends of chapters

☐ Draw pictures, make and label diagrams or processes/systems

☐ Create time lines

☐ Make note cards for vocabulary or formulas

☐ Create a list of the 20 most important questions or ideas

☐ Write a list of questions/topics to take to a study group

☐ Explain concepts in my own words

☐ Work problems until solving them becomes second nature

☐ Other